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Bring. On. The. Books. 

Dear Library Friends, 

 A flurry of borrowing just before the two week Easter holiday                           

followed by part-closure for Access Arrangements means that April has 

been a relatively quiet month for our School Library.  It has been lovely to 

be able to catch up on all those little jobs which have been crying out for 

attention. It was also heart warming to see so many Librarians at our 

first lunchtime meeting after the holidays (even though the sun was       

shining and the field was open), keep up the good work! 

 Just a quick mention here for the new Netflix series Heartstopper.    

Adapted  from the graphic novels (in our Library!) by Alice Oseman,       

Heartstopper follows a teen romance between Nick (Kit Connor) and  

Charlie (Joe Locke), two students at a grammar school. Netflix viewers 

(including me) are full of praise for this ground breaking series which has 

earned a rare 100 per cent score on review site Rotten Tomatoes (at the 

time of writing), indicating a complete consensus of positive reviews.  It 

will be interesting to see if this ‘rose-tinted’ view of school life actually 

encourages our students to explore their own sexuality and relationships 

with their peers.                                    

        Happy Reading (and Netflix viewing)! 
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1.   STATISTICS for the month of APRIL 2022  

 Books borrowed (excluding KS3 Science Revision Guides)   171 

   Of these: 

   Pupil loans         161       

Staff personal loans            10     

  Department topic loans             0 

 Overdue Books as at 30th April 2022          125*   

 *to clarify 17 books unlikely to be returned, 29 forgetful pupils                                                         

 and 79 whose books are just one day overdue today (Friday 29th)  

 Books shelved by the Library Team (thanks Amy Cooke 107    )    294 

 
Mrs Brett’s Monthly Library Report 

2. Carnegie shadowing (we are now voting online for our favourite books 

and working on our entry for the ‘shelfie’ competition, (see the new display 

board, thanks Heidi Mackechnie for this). 

3. Jammie Dodgers (continued development, setting challenges). 

4. Debate Club (see later article)  

5. Continued ‘expansion’ of the Student Librarian Team (now 24 qualified 

with as many trainees). 

6. Marking Shakespeare Quiz entries. 

7. New corridor display, Earth Day. 

 

STILL MISSING  

The later books are 

returned, the more 

damage they                             

sustain. 

colour or 
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Library Noticeboard 
 

LIBRARIAN AWARDS TRAINING PROGRAMME 

This month blue badges have been awarded to                   

Millie Forsyth and Erin Williams 

A Bronze certificates has been awarded to                               

Francesca Widdon 

Great presentations from Holly Trow & Isabella Pennels (Weird 

Things We Do)  and Morgan Richards (Foreign Languages as a hobby). 

CHESS CLUB                            
WEDNESDAY 

LUNCHTIME                                                                                 
in our School Library     
Beginners Welcome 

Brilliant Shakespeare 

Quiz, thanks Amy Cooke.  

Congratulations to our 

Quiz Winners, Mr Crewe’s 

Tutor Group 7B. 

THE FOYLE YOUNG POET OF THE YEAR 

AWARD, POETRY COMPETITION DEADLINE 

31ST JULY. SEE MR CREWE FOR DETAILS. 
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 Books read by Mrs Brett 
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Library Reading Groups 

Mixed feedback on the shortlisted books. 

Currently our front-runners are ‘Guard 

Your Heart’ and ‘Crossing’.  Early voting 

across the UK would appear to agree with 

our readers as ‘Crossing’ (written in free 

verse) is currently polling top spot.  The 

Winner will be announced on 16th June. 

GREAT READING &       

REVIEWS, thank you! 

Red Jammie Dodger markers and ceramic 

badges were awarded to Megan Lawson, Dyls 

Rees and Amy Brough. 

 
Hist. 

Fiction 

True 
Story  
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As a gay 14-year-old, I needed a TV show like Heartstopper 
I was taunted every day at school. A celebration of queer joy would have reassured me 

that I wasn't alone…    

 

In Heartstopper we see a network of LGBTQ+ students who do still experience homo-

phobia from the outside world, but are able to find comfort in each other. I didn’t 

have that. I encountered no other openly gay students at my school until I turned 17. 

The environment made it impossible for people to be themselves. Who else would come 

out, after my experience? I stood out like a sore thumb, when all I wanted was to 

blend in.   

 

Based on the graphic novels by Alice Oseman, Heartstopper follows a set of mostly 

LGBTQ+ friends in a British secondary school as they navigate crushes and relation-

ships. We spend most of our time with the openly gay Charlie (Joe Locke), who falls 

for rugby-obessed Nick (Kit Connor). There’s that kissing couple, Tara (Corinna 

Brown) and Darcy (Kizzy Edgell), and one of the characters, Elle (Yasmin Finney) is a 

young trans woman. It’s a warm, inclusive, funny and down-to-earth look at life for 

young LGBTQ+ teens today.  Scott Bryan, The New Statesman 

The emotional troughs of Heartstopper are shallow sandbars.                                                        
The art teacher is a font of useful advice. Most students are lucky enough to have 

supportive friends. And the really lucky ones even have Olivia Colman for a mum. 

On Netflix’s new queer romance series, secondary school is a place where bullies lose, 

nerds have great hair, and everyone knows your name. Having spent eight episodes 

in its warm clutches, I’d happily enrol.  Amanda Whiting, Independent 

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/olivia-colman
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/netflix
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The Corbet Staff 

THURSDAY Lunchtime   

Please come along to listen,                            

participate and vote. 

After a long and eventful life, Allan Karlsson ends up in a nursing 
home, believing it to be his last stop. The only problem is that he’s 
still in good health. A big celebration is in the works for his 100th 
birthday, but Allan really isn’t interested (and he’d like a bit more 
control over his alcohol consumption), so he decides to escape. He 
climbs out the window in his slippers and embarks on a hilarious and 
entirely unexpected journey. It would be the adventure of a lifetime 
for anyone else, but Allan has a larger-than-life backstory: he has not 
only witnessed some of the most  important events of the 20th                     
century, but actually played a key role in them. Quirky and utterly 
unique, The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out Of The Window and 
Disappeared has charmed readers across the world.                                             

We are enjoying this one! 

Postponed due to Covid, we                

finally managed to hold this                 

debate (albeit with only three 

suspects in our fictitious hot 

air balloon).  Our speakers                     

focused on motive, opportunity 

and timescale. Whilst those 

who had researched knew that, 

today, Aaron Kosminsky is the 

prime suspect, our Debate                    

Captain, Katherine Oldham was 

well prepared and able to carry 

off a superb bluff to convince 

the majority that Walter                       

Sickert was the most likely 

Jack the Ripper.  Well done 

Katherine, Seb and Frankie; 

good audience participate too.   
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Book Stalk to Brain Stalk 

     Student Librarians Lily Trow, Emily Delve 

and Isabella Pennels are working on a new                 

Library display.  Our book stalk (plotting our 

reading progress from baby to teenager by 

way of our favourite books) is now being 

transformed into a brain stalk looking at                     

how reading improves our brain function.   

ABSTRACT : The past few years have been marked by a large number of                     

discoveries about the learning brain. Those insights have the potential to 

support teachers in designing even better classroom environments to help 

you learn better. While understanding the brain can be helpful for teachers, 

this knowledge can also be beneficial for you as a student. For instance, it 

can encourage you to believe in your capacity to improve your own skills. 

Such beliefs make it more likely for you to make an effort and to make        

better use of supportive learning. strategies 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN I AM LEARNING? : Your brain is primarily composed of 

about 85 billion neurons, which is more than the number of stars you can 

see with the naked eye in the night sky. A neuron is a                                                   

cell which acts as a messenger, sending information in                                                                       

the form of nerve impulses (like electrical signals) to other neurons.  

When you are reading, important changes take place in your brain, including 

the creation of new connections between your neurons. The ability of your 

brain to change, that is, to create, strengthen, weaken or dismantle the 

connections between your neurons is called neuroplasticity. The more you 

read, the stronger these connections become; conversely, the less you read 

the weaker the connections between the neurons become and the harder it 

is to read.      

BRAIN TRAINING:   

Here is a taster of some of the interesting facts our research has                   

uncovered... 

Repeatedly Activating Your Neurons:  Practicing a lot, trying to retrieve                        

information from your memory, for example by explaining a concept to a 

friend or answering quiz questions. 

Spacing the Activation of Neurons:  Practicing more often but for a shorter 

period. For example, instead of studying for two hours in a row, studying 

four periods of thirty minutes over a few days allows your brain to take 

breaks and sleep which helps you remember better in the long run. 
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In 2022 Earth Day 

is a celebration of 

(and a call for climate 

action to protect) - 

the planet we live on. 


